TRANSFORM HOW YOU LOOK AT MODERN LANGUAGES

DISCOVER HOW IT ALL STARTED

CLASSICAL & MODERN LANGUAGES & LITERATURE

- Visit the ancient Theater of Dionysus and read the ancient names carved on the seats
- Perform in an Aristophanes comedy
- Follow the footsteps of Thucydides over a battlefield

LEARN MORE
CYATHENS.ORG

COURSES

C101  Beginning Ancient Greek I
C102  Beginning Ancient Greek II
C201  Ancient Greek: Attic Prose
C202  Ancient Greek: Homer
C211  Intermediate Latin I
C212  Intermediate Latin II
C305  Ancient Greek: Thucydides
C306  Ancient Greek: Attic Poetry
C311  Advanced Latin I
C312  Advanced Latin II
C350  The Greek Stones Speak: An Introduction to Greek Epigraphy
M101  Modern Greek I
M101A  Modern Greek Accelerated
   (for students with a background in ancient Greek)
M102  Modern Greek II
M201  Modern Greek Intermediate I
M202  Modern Greek Intermediate II
M301  Modern Greek Advanced I
M302  Modern Greek Advanced II
L351  Attic Tragedy (In Translation)